A PUZZLE

across

1 Spring 26 Sailor’s aid 38 King: Fr.
4 Winning remark 39 100 m race, e.g.
8 Won a tennis serve 28 Adam’s rib 40 Brit. Grand
12 Adj. suff. 29 Bows National entrant
13 King ___ 30 Spar 46 Back talk
14 Tinkers, Evers and ___ jongg 47 Dynamics or drome
Chatee 31 Solar disc 32 ___ America’s ___
15 Boxing Abounding 48 Basketball court zone
18 Tie score in: suff. 49 ___ in the towel
19 Thus. Lat. Belonging to 50 Handicap: sl.
20 Button—or Fleming Golf Medalist
23 Croquet hoop 37 Puzzle—theme 51 Island: Fr.

1 Small drink 11 __leg
2 Golfer’s goal 16 Gr. letters
3 15A name 20 Bridge coups
4 Football team 21 Islamic book
5 Postpone 22 Crossbow expert: arch.
6 Ten yard ___ 23 43D need
7 Energy unit 24 Happening
8 Loft 25 Hikers’ gear
9 British: game player 27 Hit: sl.
10 The same: Ger. 30 Team vehicle
13 King — 40 Concorde
15 Boxing 31 Hula Bowl welcome
18 Tie score in: suff. 33 Football penalty
19 Thus. Lat. Belonging to 34 Conclusion
20 Button—or Fleming Golf Medalist 36 Soil deposit
23 Croquet hoop 37 Puzzle—theme 37 Bone: pref.
26 ___ 38 King: Fr.
29 ___ 39 ___-sea fishing
32 ___ 40 Concorde
35 ___ 41 The way: Ch.
36 ___ 42 ___ Vegas
37 ___ 43 Lodge type
38 ___ 44 Moray
39 ___ 45 Whiskey